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yellow. It is most likely, and there is the white race and the red race and the

black race l3..Wedon'tknow But biologically it

is much easier to think of these as dev&loping from somebody else . ..............

.........end of C 5 (&x last five or so minutes of record not too clear )

06

Question: AAM: Well, they do have what they call mutations, a sharp

sudden change. Now I don't know if you get it in biology here, but it is true

that wehave agreat deal of variety ...................1*.................Question




AAM: Well, he was a good journalist, and he got his information from other

people lhe wouldn't know but that matter, many have * said, the

three different races came from the three sons of noah, but you read what the

Bible says about it 2 and there are white people descending from all

three. Question:..........AAM: Well there is absolutely no evidence that he did

and teb Bible speaks of God creatng man 2as a separate thing. There is

no uvidence .....No biologist today says man came from the ape. There are those

who say man and the ape both have a parent stock, thigh we have no proof. There

are similarities 3but it is planned for the purpose. Natually in a

world that has air you have to have lungs to take the air in. If you c±eatures

that are going to walk around, you have parts that can walk. Question:......................

AAM: Well of course that depends on ..........thes skeletons. Some of

them are fairly complete, most of them are only 3- and it is very hard

to tell This Putdown man was thought fro many years to be a genuine type

of early humanity. Now it is proven that it is a part from a man and a part from

an. ape put together,J evidently by somebody who wanted to make a hoax out of it,....................

.............k........Some other without anyhoax atallmight just be




Our knowledge is increasing all the time................

Question: 5 A.Ar4 The Bible

tells us that the people put God out of their consciences. Wanting to live lives

of disobedience to God they put him out of their conscience ........... 52

EVeryone when you look at the facts realizes that we can't determine our destiny.

We can't tell what comes after. We just zt can't, and we look at ourselves, and

we see sin, and we see wickedness, and we know that there must be some kind of
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